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Problem Statement
- Cloud Services are deployed on Virtual Machines.

- Can we use this fact to provide a defense in depth Intrusion Detection System for services 
deployed on cloud infrastructure

- Hypervisors can observe
- Program execution
- System Calls in the guest kernel
- Files being read and written to

- What kind of policies can we build around such information?
- What overhead is caused by collecting the information?

- Can we use VM classifications to group policies?
- One for dynamic execution engine (PHP, python, cgi)
- Another for Apache Web Server
- Database Server



Goals
- Produce a set of probes to find and report relevant information in a manner 

that can be used by a policy layer
- Develop a policy layer that lets users classify VMs into distinct categories and 

enforce a set of binaries to be executed and config files that should not be 
modified

- Develop a representative set of policies for a popular web application such as 
Wordpress (deployed across 3 virtual machines)

- Ensure completeness of trusted event log (NEW)
- Test policies for 

- Performance / Overhead
- Ease of Use



Cloud Deployment of a Typical Web Application
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Overview of Event Based Hypervisor Probing
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Ensuring the Completeness of Probe Output
- Completeness - not missing any call to a probed function after the kernel is 

initialized

- Completeness is essential to ensure policy compliance between the time a 
guest is booted and the time the probing begins

- One could quickly inject malware that tampers with the host kernel, and such an event would 
not appear in the IDS



Attack Model 





Overhead & Benchmarking



Example Policy
- Requires profiling the guest application

- Need a representative workload.

- Main portion of Wordpress Policy Below



Example Policy
- Because VA’s are built using the same base distro, some policies can be 

shared
- DHCP Policy Below

- Runs periodically



Attack Scenario & Results
- Wordpress vulnerability

- AJAX Load More Plugin
- Allowed a user to inject arbitrary php code.
- User passwords for wordpress accounts easy to guess
- Full control over the www-data user (web server user) 

- Linux Mint - ISO’s compromised through wordpress vulnerability
- Attackers used a similar wordpress vulnerability to get shell as the www-data user
- URL’s for ISO’s were then changed to a malicious image



Attack Scenario & Results

- Start IDS



Attack Scenario & Results
- Run Exploit



Attack Scenario & Results
- Attacker begins investigating the victim



Attack Scenario & Results
- Attacker opens shell



Summary
- Low Overhead
- Log Completeness

- Uses EPT faults to load probes when instructions are loaded

- Policies prove to be effective
- And useful against real world attacks


